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These notes describe the approach that was undertaken by the Grey‐Bruce Woodturners Guild (GBWG)
in regards to its Bravery Bead Bowls initiative.The results of this initiative are donated to the Bravery
Beads program which is operated by the Women’s Auxiliary at Toronto SickKids Hospital.
Information about the Bravery Beads program at Toronto SickKids Hospital can be found at the following
link.
http://www.sickkids.ca/WomensAuxiliary/what‐we‐do/bravery‐beads/index.html
Information about the Bravery Bead Bowls initiative can be found on line at the following link.
http://www.gbwg.ca/braveryBeadBowlsHome.php
A number of woodturning guilds are participating in the Bravery Bead Bowls as follows.






Grey‐Bruce Woodturners Guild, http://www.gbwg.ca
Kawartha Woodturners Guild, http://www.kawarthawoodturners.com
Simcoe Woodturners Guild, http://www.simcoewoodturnersguild.com
Waterloo‐Wellington Woodturners Guild, http://www.wwwoodturners.com
Woodturners Guild of Ontario, http://www.wgo.ca

In the initial phase of the Bravery Bead Bowls were made using segmented woodturning techniques. It is
assumed that the reader has some basic knowledge of segmented woodturning. A comprehensive list of
references on segmented turning follows at the end of this article.
Some basic criteria are recommended regarding the size of a Bravery Bead Bowl, that being an inside
diameter of 5” to 6” and an interior height of 4” to 5”, with a wall thickness around ½” or more for
rubustness, and a foot diameter around 4” for stability. To achieve these targets, overall bowl size was 7
¼” in diameter and 5” in height, although height can be easily increasd by additional rings.
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The plan was to cut a large number of segments, over 2000 in the initial run, from a variety of woods
which would allow mixing and matching segments in order to achieve a wide range of bowl shapes and
patterns. Bowls would be assembled from a stack of rings where each ring is constructed with 12
segments of wood. For efficiency of production, two standard sizes of segments were determined that
would accommodate a variety of bowl shapes. All segments were cut from 7/8” stock. All segment
lengths were 2” on the long side. Segment widths were either 1 1/8” or 1 1/2”. Given the 12 segments
per ring, the mitre angle is 15 degrees. In a typical bowl, the top and bottom segmented rings are made
using the wider segments, and the middle segmented rings are made using the narrow segments. An
typical bowl would incorporate around 60 segments on average, thus the target of the initial allotment
of 2000 would generate around 30 Bravery Bead Bowls.
The bottom base layer and the lid are solid pieces of wood. Obviously, this poses some issue with grain
orientation when gluing the bottom base layer to the bottom segmented ring. To help compensate, the
bottom base layer is partially inset into the bottom segmented layer, providing a stronger lapped joint.
Ideally, according the segmented construction techniques, the base layer would also be a segmented
ring which incorporates a floating centre piece to alleviate the stress of wood movement.
In July 2017, the initial batch of 26 Bravery Bead Bowls, as pictured above, was delivered to the
Women’s Auxiliary for the Bravery Beads program at Toronto SickKids Hospital
The remainder of this article documents the general procedures which were followed by the
participating members the Grey‐Bruce Woodturners Guild in the creation of Bravery Bead Bowls.
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The diagram to the left shows a scale drawing of the
profile of a Bravery Bead Bowl overlaid against the profile
of a stack of segmented rings. In the full‐sized drawing,
the horizontal line spacing is 7/8”, to match the chosen
wood thickness, and the vertical line spacing is 1”. A
typical Bravery Bead Bowl would consist of 6 layers, the
bottom base layer being solid and the remainder being
segmented rings.

The solid‐line rectangles in the diagram represent the
initial block sizes. The bottom base layer rectangle
represents a 6” diameter solid piece of wood used for the
base. The smaller rectangles along the left and right side
show the profiles of the segments in each segmented ring
layer; the top and bottom segmented layers using the
wide segments, and, the middle 3 segmented layers
using the narrow segments. The wide rectangle above the bowl drawing represents the solid wood lid,
which has a diameter of approximately 5”. For easy mounting, the centre of the lid block is bored with a
7/8” diameter hole. The rectangle above the lid rectangle represents the block used to make a knob for
the lid, in this case, a 1 ½” square approximately 2” in length. The knob is finished with a 7/8” tenon to
fit into the 7/8” opening in the lid. The short thin rectangle shown below the lid profile represents a
medallion which is inset into the bottom of the lid, covering the hole in the lid from below. The
medallion is laser‐etched with the guild name and Bravery Bead Bowl.
The diagram to the left shows a scale drawing of the
segmented ring. In the drawing, the horizontal line
spacing and the vertical line spacing represents 1”.
Being a 12 segment ring, the mitre angle is set to 15
degrees, forming the trapazoidal shape of each segment
in the ring.
The solid‐line trapezoidal shapes represent the narrow
segments. The adjacent dashed‐line represents the inner
extent of the wide segment.
To repeat the measurements of the segments are
segment thickness is 7/8”, segment length is 2” on the
long side, and, segment width is 1 1/8” for narrow
segments and 1 1/2” for wide segments.
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The following steps through the construction of a segmented Bravery Bead Bowl. This is just one of
many approaches that can be followed in the construction of a segmented Bravery Bead Bowl.
Wood stock is planed to a uniform thickness of 7/8” and
cut into strips of either 1 1/8” width for the narrow
segments or 1 1/2” for the wide segments. Prior to
cutting segments, cut segments from some scrap wood
forming rings to ensure that the saw is properly setup for
the desired mitre angle of 15 degrees. Using either a
table saw or chop saw (miter saw), segments of 2” length
are cut, using a stop block for uniformity of length, from
the wood strips. A series of buckets were setup, each
bucket containing segments of a specific wood species
and specific segment width. Also, solid wood discs of 5” and 6” diameter are cut for the bottom base
layer and lid, plus a 1 ½” square by 2” length block for the lid knob.
From the buckets of wood provided, make a selection of
segments (60 segments for a bowl with 5 segmented
rings), plus a base layer, lid, and lid knob, based on wood
species, grain, and colour in order to achieve the desired
bowl shape and pattern. To help ensure clean tight glue
joints of the segments in a ring, hand sand the segment
edges to remove any raised grain from the saw cuts
which may interfere with the glue joint.

Before applying any glue, dry fit the segments into rings
using rubber bands to hold the ring of segments in place.
Holding the ring up to a light source, look for any gapping
in the segment joints, either to the inside or to the
outside of the ring. If proper setup was done on the saw
before commencing to cut the segments, no light should
show through the segment joints. If no gapping is evident,
the segments may be glued together to form a ring in one
step, otherwise the half‐ring technique can be used in
order to correct any gapping. Any good quality yellow
carpenter glue can be used. It is better to apply extra glue
to each segment joint than to risk the possibility of a
weak joint due to a lack of glue. Remember, these are end‐grain glue joints, and end grain can easily
wick in glue leaving a dry joint. Cover your work area with wax paper (cereal box wrappers is far superior
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to wax paper). Pressure can be applied to the glued segment ring with heavy‐duty rubber bands, but a
large hose clamp is preferred.
The following outlines the steps in a single‐step ring glue
up. For each segment, butter each end of the segment
with glue, and then mate that segment to either end
segment of the newly forming ring, using a rub joint to
ensure a tight joint fit. When all segments are glued and
in position, place a hose clamp around the perimeter of
the ring of segments. Gradually tighten the hose clamp,
pressing down on the segments to help ensure a flat
surface. This will squeeze out any excess glue from the
segment joints. Leave the ring of segments in the hose
clamp until the glue is well setup, at least a few hours.

The following outlines the steps in a half‐ring glue up,
which may be required if the segment joints show some
gapping. This is a 2 step process. The first step forms half‐
rings. For each half‐ring, for each segment in a half ring,
butter one or both ends of the segment with glue, then
mate that segment to the end segment of the newly
forming half‐ring, using a rub joint to ensure a tight
segment joint fit. When both half‐rings are glued, form a
completed ring but position a thin dowel, vertical and
centred, between the end segment joints of the two half
rings. Place a hose clamp around the perimeter of two
half‐rings. Gradually tighten the hose clamp, pressing
down on the segments to help ensure a flat surface. This will squeeze out any excess glue from the
joints. It will also close up any gapping between the segments within each half ring. Leave the ring of
segments in the hose clamp until the glue is well setup, at least a few hours.
When the half‐ring glue‐up is ready, remove the half‐rings from the hose clamp. Using a strip of
medium‐coarse sandpaper held against a perpendicular backing, such as the fence on a table saw, sand
the exposed end segment faces of the half rings to form a tight joint between the half‐rings. Butter the
exposed segment faces with glue, place half‐rings together to form ring, place a hose clamp around
perimeter, tighten the hose clamp, and leave the ring in the hose clamp until glue is well setup.
Sand one side of each segmented ring to form a flat surface, which will be the bottom side of the ring.
This can be done with a sheet of medium‐coarse sandpaper adhered to a flat surface and rubbing the
segmented ring on the sandpaper. A more efficient method is to use a stationary belt sander or drum
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sander. Sand one side of the bottom solid wood disk to form a flat surface. This will be the bottom of the
bowl.
Make a sacrificial block at least 1 ¼” thick and
approximately 3” in diameter using scrap hardwood.
Turn a tenon on one side of the sacrificial block in order
to grasp the block in a chuck. Prepare the exposed
surface of the sacrificial block to be perfectly flat and
perpendicular to the bed ways of the lathe. Mark the
center point on the top surface of the bottom solid wood
disk. Apply glue to the joining surfaces of the sacrificial
block and the bottom solid wood disk. Align the point of
the live centre in the tailstock with the marked centre of
the bottom solid wood disk. Lock down the tailstock and
advance the quill to apply clamping pressure on the glued
joint. Allow the glued joint to setup properly before
continuing.
To assist the centring of the segmented rings, make a tapered cone, using laminated layers of MDF or
plywood, which can be attached to the live centre in the tailstock. The cone should be sized such that
widest point of the taper is slightly larger than the openings of the segmented ring. High‐density plastic
and aluminum cones are available to fit some live centres.
Once the first glue joint has set properly, prepare the
exposed surface of the bottom solid wood disk to be
perfectly flat. Apply glue to the joining surfaces of the
bottom solid wood disk and the bottom segmented ring.
Hold the bottom segmented ring over the tapered cone
attached to the live centre in the tail stock. Advance the
tailstock to mate the surfaces, lock down the tailstock,
and advance the quill to apply clamping pressure on the
glued joint. Rotate the segmented ring in order to align
the grain of the bottom base layer to segments in the
segmented ring. Allow the glued joint to setup properly
before continuing.
To achieve a stronger glue joint between the bottom
solid wood disk and the bottom segmented ring, a lap joint would be advised.
It is much easier to turn the inside shape of the growing bowl as each new layer is added to the bowl.
The outside is not turned until all rings have been attached. This provides a convenient clamping surface
to help ensure a tight joint between newly glued layers of the bowl.
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When the previous glue joint is ready, prepare the
exposed surface of the previously attached segmented
ring. On every third segment of that segmented ring,
mark the midpoint on the outside of the segment. This is
used to align the next segmented ring such that the
segment joints of the new segmented ring will align to
the midpoint of the segments of the previous segmented
ring. This is called a brick layout, and helps reinforce the
end‐grain glue joints of the segments. Apply glue to the
mating surfaces of the 2 segmented rings, hold the new
segmented ring over the tapered cone attached to the
live centre, advance the tailstock to mate the gluing
surfaces, lock down the tailstock, and advance the quill to
apply clamping pressure on the glued joint. Rotate the new segmented ring in order to align the
segment joints to the midpoint of segments on the previous layer. Allow the glued joint to setup
properly before continuing.
Repeat the steps as described in the previous paragraph
as needed to attach the remaining segmented rings to
the bowl, allowing sufficient time between layers for the
glue to setup properly. At times, additional clamping
support may be required to ensure a tight even joint
between layers. By delaying the turning of the exterior of
the bowl, clamping pressure can be applied between the
bottom and top layers of the bowl. Repeat this process
until all segmented rings have been attached to the bowl.
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When all layers have been attached to the bowl, it is time
to turn the outside form. Begin by shaping the exterior at
the top of the bowl, thereby retaining the extra wood at
the bottom of the bowl which helps stabilize the bowl
while turning. Use calipers to help ensure an even wall
thickness. Gradually work the exterior form toward the
bottom of the bowl. The base of the bowl should be at
least 4” in diameter to provide stability. Once a nice
smooth exterior form has been achieved, it may be
required to do some refinements on the interior shape in
order to match the exterior shape, thereby providing an
even wall thickness. Sand all of the interior and exterior
surfaces before parting the bowl from the sacrificial

block.
Reverse mount the bowl on the lathe using a scarp block to form a jam chuck, a vacuum chuck, or a
suitably extra ‐large jaw set on the chuck, such as Oneway Jumbo Jaws. Using a large jaw set, expand the
jaws into the top opening to secure the bowl. Take light passes with your tool to form the bottom. Finish
turning the bottom of the bowl, forming a concave shape in the middle. The bowl is now ready for a lid.
A method to turn the lid is to mount the lid blank using either a screw chuck or special chuck jaw set like
Oneway Step Jaws. For the step jaws, drill a 7/8” hole through the centre of the lid blank, and mount it
to the step jaws. Form the underside of the lid, according to the original drawing, to fit the opening of
the bowl, and be easily opened. This is an opportune time to turn an inset on the bottom of the lid to fit
a medallion identifying the guild and the Bravery Bead Bowl program, but do not glue in the medallion
at this time. Sand the underside of the lid. Reverse mount the lid on the step jaws, turn the top contour
of the lid, and sand.
To turn a knob for the lid, drill a hole centred on the
bottom of the knob blank to fit a screw chuck, in the case
of the Oneway screw chuck, 3/8” drill bit to a depth of 1
½”. Mount the knob blank on the screw chuck. Turn a
knob form, such as in the original drawing, with a 7/8”
tenon to fit the opening in the lid. Glue the knob into the
hole in the top of the lid. Glue the medallion into the
inset in the bottom of the lid to cover the hole.
Apply a food safe finish of choice to complete the Bravery
Bead Bowl.
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This has described one variation of the possible forms of a Bravery Bead Bowls using the precut
segments provided; one method of making a Bravery Bead Bowl using segmented woodturning
techniques; and the strategy adopted by the Grey‐Bruce Woodturners Guild for its Bravery Bead Bowls
initiative.
From the selection of precut wood provided, bowls can
be made taller with the addition of one or more
segmented rings. Outside contours of the bowls can
range from simple vertical sides, to slight taper from
bottom to top, to full curves as in the prior description,
all using the two segment sizes provided. For inspiration,
check out the photo gallery of finished Bravery Bead
Bowls on the following web page.
http://www.gbwg.ca/braveryBeadBowlsGallery.php
Other guilds participating in the Bravery Bead Bowl initiative have adopted alternative strategies for
Bravery Bead Bowl programs based on their circumstances, similar in nature, but different. One
common approach is to provide a full kit of precut components to complete one Bravery Bead Bowl.
Part of any strategy adopted by a guild to produce Bravery Bead Bowls should be a means of tracking
the kits provided through to completion and eventual return to the guild for donation.
Obviously, in addition to segmented turning techniques, Bravery Bead Bowls can be made using a
variety of construction techniques including linear staves, compound staves, and solid blocks of wood.
Descriptions of the techniques will be documented in future articles.
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